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AI, AI, and AI
ML, ML, and ML
Yes! Are we going to talk AI/ML in communication systems and networks toward 6G?
A sort of, but not exactly as you expect …
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Slight Gossip
§ September 1989, precisely 30 years ago, a young person, after getting
his PhD, was moving to New York to migrate his industrial and
research career from satellite mobile communications
(Communication Satellite Corp.) to wireless data networks (IBM T.J.
Watson Research Center)
§ His PhD dissertation is about synchronization, a subject considered
“very traditional research” in communication at that time
§ Yes, this young person is KC
§ What exactly happened in these 30 years?
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1989-2019

GPU for
Deep Learning
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1989-2019 (Physics)
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1968 – Japanese Dr. Tanaka pioneers the treatment of metastatic breast cancer with cryoablation, resulting in
prolonged survival[23][24][25]
1972 – UK and other European countries approve tamoxifen for breast cancer
1972 – American Dr. Lawrence Einhorn cures metastatic testicular cancer with cisplatin[10]
1975 – Invention of monoclonal antibodies[4]
1975 – American Dr. Einhorn shows combination therapy consisting of cisplatinum, vinblastine, and bleomycin can
cure 70% of advanced testicular cancer cases[20]
1975 – C-MOPP regimen combination therapy, consisting of: methotrexate, vincristine, cyclophosphamide, and
prednisone, cured advanced diffuse large B-cell lymphoma[20]
1977 – US FDA approves tamoxifen for metastatic breast cancer only, not widely popular as chemotherapy remains
first line of treatment[26][27]

1989-2019 (Cancer Therapy)

1981 – American Dr. Bernard Fisher proves lumpectomy is as effective as mastectomy for breast cancer[4]
1989 – US FDA approves Carboplatin, a derivative of cisplatin, for chemotherapy[10]
1990 – US FDA approves tamoxifen for major additional use to help prevent the recurrence of cancer in "nodenegative" patients[28]
From Wikipedia
1990
– China begins treating various cancers with photodynamic therapy[29]
1991 – First gene therapy treatment of cancer (melanoma)

1992 – Invention of tyrosine-kinase inhibitor Imatinib[30]
1992 – Invention of Etacstil breast cancer anti-estrogen (SERM/SERD) hormonal therapy drug that overcomes
hormone-therapy resistance[31][32]
1996 – US FDA approves antiestrogen, aromatase inhibitor Anastrozole for advanced breast cancer[12]
1996 – Russia begins treating various cancers with photodynamic therapy[33]
1997 – First monoclonal antibody, Rituximab, is licensed[4]
1997 – Chinese doctors start treating uterine fibroids, liver cancer, breast cancer, pancreatic cancer, bone tumours,
Precision Medicine
and renal cancer with ultrasound imaging-guided High-intensity focused ultrasound[34]
1998 – Chinese doctors start treating breast, kidney, lung, liver, prostate and bone cancer with imaging-guided
2019 VFCS Workshop
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cryoablation[35][36]
1998 – US FDA approves herceptin, a monoclonal antibody for HER2 metastatic breast cancer[10]
1998 – US FDA approves cryoablation for the treatment of prostate cancer[28]
1998 – US FDA approves Camptothecin-analogue irinotecan for chemotherapy of cancer[37]
1998 – US FDA approves tamoxifen to reduce breast cancer risk in high-risk patients[10]
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Details of the physical location of the plaque
On the lawn outside the main entrance of the headquarters of Qualcomm, Inc., at 5775 Morehouse Drive, San
Diego, CA 92121 USA
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How the intended plaque site is
protected/secured
The main entrance and the main lobby of the headquarters of Qualcomm, Inc., at 5775 Morehouse Drive, San
Diego, CA 92121 USA, are fully accessible to the public.
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1989-2019

Motorola DSP 56000

TI DSP
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Semiconductor industry growing as Moore’s law
drives advances in communications & networking
The shown photo is Apply A12 Bionic Processor using TSMC 7nm IC fabrication (10B
gates), while quantum limit for silicon IC fabrication is not far away.
It is inappropriate to ignore computational complexity (i.e. energy) in ML/AI
algorithms and systems.
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Tiny Vision by Looking into History
§ What happened after WW II
o Claud Shannon’s Information Theory
o Von Neuman’s Game Theory and invention of Computer
• The concept of utility and a priori probability in statistical decision theory
• Yes, we are still using Von Neuman machine in modern computer architecture

o A.N. Kolmogorov developed Probability Theory

§ Late 1960’s
o Statistical Communication Theory was well established
o Statistical Learning Theory was getting mature
o Computers and Computer Networks going to be practical
o Very soon, artificial intelligence would emerge beyond just concepts
2019 VFCS Workshop
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Communication Technology Prior to
1980’s: Synchronization as Illustration
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A Silent Communication
Technology Advance in 1980’s

Computing digitized samples, rather than analog processing,
enables digital communication and networks and advances
with computing and semiconductor technology.
BTY, do not forget who made the critical contribution to
the analysis of analog PLLs.
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1989-2019
§ The design of INMARSAT receiver in § State-of-the-art communication
1989 had

o One CPU handles multiple access
communication
o Two Digital Signal Processors to
calculate physical layer operations
o One co-processor dedicated to
decoding FEC

inside a handset requires

o One DSP to handle physical layer
o One co-processor for coding and
decoding

• 2000, KC’s undergraduate students
developed a co-processor for TI-C6x
DSP to implement adaptive OFDM

o One multi-core CPU to handle
protocol stack for layers 1-4
o One multi-core Application Processor
with ANN

§ Total four processors inside a

receiver, more complicated than
almost computers at that time

§ Surely, many processors and

antennas for different purpose
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Computer architecture is critically
important in communications
L.-F. Wei, the laureate of the Best Paper in 1989 IEEE Information Theory Society, in
a private discussion
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for performance evaluation.

LOOPMODEL
11. BITTRACKING
From Fig. 1, we see that the optimal bit synchronizer for
biphase signals is implemented as N channels which represent
N hypotheses; the maximum output channel indicates the
best epoch estimate. We select maximum every M bits and
reset in Fig. 1 [SI. If infinite observations are available, this
optimal bit synchronizer based on MAP criterion can reach
the best timing estimate (that is, estimate with the least time
jitter). One disadvantage is the relatively complicated N channel integrate-and-dump circuits. Our proposed approach
is to decide the direction of the best estimator, and move the
epoch estimate step by step to find the best estimate.
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A. Three-Channel Model

Fig. 2. Three channel model.

Let us simplify the structure of Fig. 1 as shown by the 199
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Online and model-free computation of digital samples to
make automated decisions for synchronization!
It sounds like machine learning for communications!
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[lo]-[12], [16]-[19], [21], [25], [26]. These structures are for the D'TTL; early gate and late gate for the early-late gate
usually based on the following procedures. First, the received bit synchronizer) to produce spectral lines. Both structures are
bit stream passes through a linear filter to reduce the noise applied successfully in space communications. However, the
effect and increase the observability of the bit transitions. Then DTTL suffers from the long transition time which makes the
the output of the linear filter is passed through a nonlinear early-late gate bit synchronizer more popular for common
filter. The direct way is to use even-law nonlinear filter(s) such digital communication systems. Modifications based on these
as square type, absolute value type, or logcosh type, and com- structures can be found in the literature (such as in [21] where
bine delay or differentiating techniques to produce the spectral a simpler structure was proposed at the price of performance
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Pattern "I"

Pattern "0"

0 )
Fig. 3

(a) Block diagram of SCCL (b) biphase-level signals.

A View Regarding ML or AI in
Communications and Networking
§ If the system model is available and time-static, please use
optimization that has become mature in past decades
o In terms of convergence and computational complexity

§ The principle to develop the online algorithm

New_Estimate ← Old_Estimate + Step_Size [Target − Old_Estimate]
§ The key aspects of ML
o Automated decisions/actions
o Online, with possible assistance of offline computations
o Model-free or at least uncertainty in the model(s)
o Usually time dynamic

• Only a small fraction of ML algorithms have been mathematically proven about
convergence behavior
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Green,Communica8on,Processor

Computationally Efficient Architecture
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[Liang and Chen, IEEE PIMRC, 2010]
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Holistic View of Computing and
Networking
Cloud Computing
Core Network

Data
Center

Radio Access Network
(RAN)

Agents
(Mobile Nodes)
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Machine
Learning

Machine
Learning

Machine
Learning

Edge
Computing

Edge
Computing

ML

5G AIV

ML

5G AIV

ML
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ML

Edge Computing/AI

Agent/Ob-Board
Computing
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A View Regarding ML or AI in
Communications and Networking
§ If the system model is available and time-static, please use
optimization that has become mature in past decades
o In terms of convergence and computational complexity

§ The principle to develop the online algorithm

New_Estimate ← Old_Estimate + Step_Size [Target − Old_Estimate]
§ The key aspects of ML
o Automated decisions/actions
o Online, with possible assistance of offline computations
o Model-free or at least uncertainty in the model(s)
o Usually time dynamic

• Only a small fraction of ML algorithms have been mathematically proven about
convergence behavior
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Existing Examples of ML to
Wireless
§ Channel State Estimation: Channel state information is critical to air-

interface technology, which has been considered to be inferred/estimated
with the aid of deep learning.
§ User Behavior: User behavior such as mobility patterns can be useful to
network management functionalities and mobility management, through
big data analysis by ML.
§ Traffic Prediction: Deep packet inspection, network intelligence, and user
mobility patterns, can be used to predict (wired/wireless) network traffic,
for more efficient network/radio resource allocation
§ Anticipatory Mobility Management: ML can enable AMM to eMBB, mMTC,
and uRLLC service scenarios in the mobile networks.
§ Network Security: ML might be one of the most attractive tools to enhance
network security, detect attacks and intrusions to networks.
2019 VFCS Workshop
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Potential Role of ML in Mobile
Networking
eMBB
Channel State
Estimation
User Behavior
Traffic Prediction

uRLLC

(service-oriented) (data oriented)

(physical delivery)

CN & RAN (online)

RAN (online)

CN
CN (online) & RAN CN
(online)
CN (online) & RAN CN
(online)

RAN (online)
RAN (online)

Anticipatory
Mobility
Management
Network Security CN
& Intrusion
Detection
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Network Architecture of Offline
Machine Learning (proposal to ITU-T)
Possible Realization of MPP Cloud Computing
with New Data Flows or
Connections and New
Data
Center
Networking/Computing
Entities in Network
Architecture
(in red lines/boxes) Radio Access Network Machine
Learning
(RAN)

Offline ML means that
ML is not directly used
for online network
functionalities.
2019 VFCS Workshop
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Issues to deploy machine learning
for future network architecture
§ What is the network functionality with performance requirements?
§ What kind of data?
§ What type of machine learning to satisfy the target network functionality?
§ Where to compute? agent/edge/cloud? appropriate networking to
support?
§ How to collect data? (also data cleaning)
§ How to send the collected data to computing or storage?
§ How does the machine learning assist/enhance/enable network
functionality?
§ How does the convergence behavior of machine learning align with the
performance requirements of target network functionality?
2019 VFCS Workshop
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Issues to deploy machine learning
for future network architecture
§ What is the network functionality with performance requirements?
§ What kind of data?
§ What type of machine learning to satisfy the target network functionality?
§ Where to compute? agent/edge/cloud? appropriate networking to
support?
It is NOT as simple as
§ How to collect data?
(also data cleaning)
orchestration
in logic!
§ How to send the collected data to computing or storage?
§ How does the machine learning assist/enhance/enable network
functionality?
§ How does the convergence behavior of machine learning align with the
performance requirements of target network functionality?
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Engineers know the fact that AI is
not as smart people think.
Due to computing time, energy, and application-specific design.
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Communications of ACM, Feb. 2019

turing lecture
DOI:10.1145/3282307

Innovations like domain-specific hardware, turing lecture
enhanced security, open instruction sets, and
agile chip development will lead the way.
Figure 2. Transistors per chip of Intel microprocessors vs. Moore’s Law.
BY JOHN L. HENNESSY AND DAVID A. PATTERSON
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WE BEGAN OUR Turing Lecture June 4, 2018

with a review
of computer architecture since the 1960s. In addition
to that review, here, we highlight current challenges
and identify future opportunities, projecting another
golden age for the field of computer architecture in
11
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Moore’s Law (1975 version)

10,000,000

Nanometers

A New Golden
Age for
Computer
Architecture

Moore’s Law vs. Intel Microprocessor Density
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Numerous fabless chip design companies, which outsource chip production to contract
manufacturing “foundries,” began to publicly complain that transistor manufacturing costs had actually
increased at the 20/22nm node.34 (Fabless companies accounted for 25% of world semiconductor sales
in 2015; foundries, which also build outsourced designs for semiconductor companies with fabs, had a
32% share of global production capacity.35) Charts like Figure 6, showing increased costs at sub‐28nm
technology nodes, were frequently published between 2012 and 2016. Figure 6 is not inconsistent with
Figure 5, since Figure 6 likely includes the fabless customer’s non‐recurring fixed costs for designing a
chip and making a set of photolithographic masks used in fabrication, while Figure 5—the foundry’s
processing costs—would not.36 These fixed costs have grown exponentially at recent technology nodes
and create enormous economies of scale.37 Some foundries have publicly acknowledged that recent
technology nodes now deliver higher density or performance at the expense of higher cost per
transistor.38

However, do not forget another fact!

Quantum Limit is in sight
Figure 6. Cost per logic gate, with projection for 10nm technology node

Source: Jones (2015)
34

Fabless chipmakers Nvidia, AMD, Qualcomm, and Broadcom all publicly complained about a slowdown or even
halt to historical decline rates in their manufacturing costs at foundries. Shuler(2015), Or‐Bach (2012), (2014),
Hruska (2012), Lawson (2013), Qualcomm (2014), Jones (2014), (2015).
35
Foundry share calculations based on Yinug (2016), Rosso (2016), IC Insights (2016). Charts like Figure 4 should
be viewed cautiously, as underlying assumptions about products, volumes, and costs are rarely spelled out in
published sources.
36
Historically, a set of 10 to 30 different photomasks was typically employed in manufacturing a chip design. For a
low to moderate volume product, acquisition of a mask set is effectively a fixed cost.
37
Brown and Linden (2009), chap. 3. McCann(2015) cites a Gartner study showing design costs for an advanced
system chip design rising from under $30 million at the 90nm node in 2004, to $170 million at 32/28nm in 2010, to
$270 million at the 16/14nm node in 2014.
38
Samsung’s director of foundry marketing: “The cost per transistor has increased in 14nm FinFETs and will
continue to do so.” Lipsky (2015). “GlobalFoundries believes the 10nm node will be a disappointing repeat of
KC offers
Chen,better
USF EE
20nm, so it will skip directly to a 7nm FinFET node that
density and performance compared with
14nm.” Kanter (2016).

TSMC is constructing foundry at 3nm!
3nm is roughly the size of 4 atoms!

AI computing can not rely on Morse’ Law! Therefore, is relying on SW orchestration
to advance wireless network architecture convincible?
2019 VFCS Workshop
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Deeper Thought
§ What is the energy for AlphaGO
to play a game?
§ What is the energy for a human
champion to play a game?

§ This is not a fair game at all, and
thus do not be confused by the
fantasy.
§ We need a proper way to apply
AI and ML into wireless.
2019 VFCS Workshop
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Simplicity is the solution for
network architecture due to
latency and energy
Particularly, AI/ML for (wireless) communications!
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Human Intelligence

Rise of Smart Machines
Are you still making phone calls?
What do machines want for communication?

2019 VFCS Workshop
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Networked Artificial Intelligence
More illustrations
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A Toy Model for AVs over
Manhattan Streets
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Reinforcement Learning

§ The agent implements a mapping from states to
probabilities of selecting each possible action

§ This mapping is called the agent's policy and is denoted 𝜋" ,

where 𝜋" (𝑎|𝑠) is the probability that 𝑎" = a if 𝑠" = 𝑠
§ The agent's goal is to maximize the total amount of reward
it receives over the long run
2019 VFCS Workshop
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Without Communication
§ At time 𝑘, the agent recognizes other vehicle
§
𝑅3"4: 𝑅3"49 𝑅3"48 𝑅3"47 𝑅3"46

and generates reward map 𝑅,,"
For 𝑘 + 𝑑 (𝑑 = 1, … , 𝐷, 𝐷 is the depth of
horizon) will be the expected reward map 𝑅3 "45

𝑅3"46 𝑅3"47 𝑅3"48 𝑅3"49
𝑅3"4:

𝑅3 ,,"45 = [𝑟Ĉ DEF ]
ℝ,,":"4= = {𝑅,," , 𝑅3 ,,"46 , … , 𝑅3 "4= }

The agent makes decision based on ℝ,,":"4=
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Ideal V2V Communication
§ Assuming cars can communicate with each other within the communication range 𝑟
§ In the simple scenario of V2V, cars will have two kind of additional information

Within the communication range 𝑟, the yellow car will
recognize the other cars’ positions

2019 VFCS Workshop
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The yellow car will get the information about other
cars’ movement (directions)

39

Ideal V2I2V Communication
§ The network infrastructure (NI)

relays the reward maps
ℝHIJ,":"4= through APs 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀
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Communication Enhances Multi-Agent
Systems:
New Frontier of AI Computing
§ Manhattan Model Street (M=4, N=6,
b=5)

(a) MAS of RL with Ideal Wireless Commu- (b) Message Errors Degrade Performance of (c) Multiple Access Communication by rtnication
ALOHA
MAS

Networked AI

Fig. 5: Extra Average Delay in AVs (i.e. Extra Expected Number of Episodes for RL to Navigate) on Manhattan Streets
C. Multiple Access of rt-ALOHA
[5] X. Dai, C.-. Li and A. B. Rad, "An approach to tune fuzzy controllers
based on reinforcement learning for autonomous vehicle control," IEEE
2019 VFCS Workshop Realistic wireless communication for MAS requiresKCconChen, USF EE
Trans. Intell. Transp., vol. 6, no. 3, pp. 285-293, Sept. 2005.
sideration on the multiple access, which is the core of
[6] N. Lu, N. Cheng, N. Zhang, X. Shen and J. W. Mark, "Connected
Vehicles: Solutions and Challenges," in IEEE Internet Things J, vol. 1,
mobile communications. In particular, rt-ALOHA to meet
no. 4, pp. 289-299, Aug. 2014.
the operational needs of MAS requires further evaluations
[7] IEEE Standard for Information Technology - Local and Metropolitan
given one operating channel. Fig.5c shows the V2V with
Area Networks - Specific Requirements - Part 11: Wireless LAN
Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY) Specificommunication range r = 6 and V2I2V with communication
cations," Amendment IEEE 802.11p-2010, 2011.
range r = 3 using rt-ALOHA at one frequency channel. V2V
[8] Z. Li, C. Wang and C. J. Jiang, "User Association for Load Balancing
communication suffers more collisions and subsequent higher
in Vehicular Networks: An Online Reinforcement Learning Approach,"
IEEE Trans. Intell. Transp., vol. 18,
extra delay, while infrastructure shows the potential to enable
[9] C. Wu, X. Chen, Y. Ji, F. Liu, S. Ohzahata, T. Yoshinaga and T, Kato,
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Multiple Access of rt-ALOHA
Modification of slotted ALOHA is required to
support RL, named as real-time ALOHA (rt-ALOHA)
due to the nature of AI/ML
• Data is useless once passing the required networking
or communication latency è age of information
§ When the channel is busy, the agent (i.e. AV) is ready to
receive immediately

§ When the channel is idle, the agent broadcasts the message,
and ready for receiving from others immediately after
transmission without any acknowledgement by the
receiving agent(s)

§ There is no retransmission and thus backlogging
2019 VFCS Workshop
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Lessons
§ We observe the how the communication well assists RL, that is, networked
artificial intelligence

o V2I2V communication better assists RL with small communication range, than V2V
communication
o Multiple access consideration suggests small cells.

§ Real-time (i.e. low-latency) multiple access is more desirable in
communication for AI

o Age of information exchanged in robotic communications is a critical factor.

§ A correctly received message of latency larger than required value in ML
is useless in AI.

o Fundamentally different from H2H communication.
2019 VFCS Workshop
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Wireless robotic communications
Collaborative multi-agent systems [IEEE ICC 2019]
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Abstract—Collaborative robots as a multi-agent system to in robotics and AI research for a while, say [3]. In recent
complete a common mission without public reference but op- years, deeper investigations on communication in a team
erate individual decision and learning mechanism represent a of cooperative robots have been taken into considerations,
wide range of applications in artificial intelligence. With an
illustrative example, reinforcement learning with localization such as decentralized allocation of communication channels
and planning capabilities is developed to represent each robot’s and subsequent information sharing among agents [4], and
operation. It is shown that wireless robotic communication leveraging mobility to enhance diversity communication for
can significantly enhance overall performance of collaborative mobile robots [5].
MAS in the distributed operating manner. After identify useful
information (i.e. reward map and private reference) to exchange,
according to properties of content, p-persistent real-time ALOHA
is suggested to serve as the multiple access protocol of the
ad-hoc style networking toward ultra- reliability and ultra-low
latency, resulting in satisfactory overall performance close to
ideal communication. Wireless robotic communication therefore
reveals new technological opportunities for robotics, multi-agent
o Multiple AI agents forms a multi-agent
systems, artificial intelligence, and communications.
system (MAS).
Index Terms—artificial
intelligence, machine learning, wireless
communications,
multi-agent
systems, reinforcement
learning,
o MAS of networking
is a networked
MAS.
multiple access, robotic communication

Networked Multi-Agent Systems
§ AI/ML for communications emerges as
a new technological frontier.
§ However, the impacts of wireless
communication on multiple AI
agents/robots are rarely known.

o Eisaku Ko and K.-C. Chen (IEEE GC’18)
showed
wireless communication
I. I NTRODUCTION
enhances
resource
sharing
MAS.
Applying artificial
intelligence
(AI),
machine
learning Fig. 1. Collaborative Agents (Robots) of Wireless Communication Capability
Robots (Agents) of Wireless Communication Capability
o This
is based
on thedesign
investigations
in
(ML), and data
analysis,
to effectively
wireless communication systems
and wirelessMAS,
networks
emerges
as a new
To achieve the goal of this paper, a fundamental way to
collaborative
widely
applied
in
technological paradigm
with theautonomous
advance of computing
fa- etc.
look into wireless communications for collaborative MAS
smart factory,
vehicles,
cilities and methodologies
[1],H.-M.
[2]. On
the other
how is employed, which treats an agent operating according to
[K.-C. Chen,
Hung,
IEEEhand,
ICC’19]
wireless communication and networking to impact AI and
ML has
been
investigated. The purpose of this paper
2019
VFCS rarely
Workshop
intends to explore the role and of wireless communication
among collaborative agents (or robots) that can be viewed as
a kind of networked multi-agent system (NetMAS) as shown
in Fig. 1, and impacts on this NetMAS.
An entity of computing capability such as a robot is known
as an agent in AI. Such an agent shall also equip with
sensors to cognize the environment and actuators to respond

the reinforcement learning (RL). Different from supervised
learning
dealing
with labelled data or unsupervised learning
KC Chen, USF
EE
dealing with pure data, RL governs intelligence of an agent
to interact with environment, and coincides with our scope
of multiple agents or robots as Fig. 1. Communication in
an ideal manner with neighboring agents was recently taken
into consideration of RL [6]. A disruptive thinking to look
into the impacts from wireless communication to resourcesharing NetMAS was conducted to successfully demonstrate
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Wireless Robotic Communications
§ One of the most critical application

scenarios is collaborative robots
working
together
toward
a
mmunication
channels,
and multiple
access
common
mission in
distributed
mong AI agents.
Furthermore,
due
to the
computing

other agents, localization
(or known
o Collaborative
MAS as robotby incorporating
information
experience
o Smart
factory,and
service
robots, etc.
or map in§this
particular
study) fromthe
other
Goal:
To comprehend
role of
eveloped towireless
greatly enjoy
thecommunication
benefits of
robotic
in
collaborative MAS
cation.
Fig. 2. Floor
of the
cleaning
area,
wherearea,
the where
area consists
Toy plan
Example:
Floor
plan of the
cleaning
the areaof 6760 free
o Collaborative robots to clean the
floor
space
gridsconsists
and 1227
obstacle
gridsgrids and 1227 obstacle grids
of 6760
free space
as right hand layout,
without knowing
ODEL AND R EINFORCEMENT
L EARNING
the floor layout
Planningcommunications
and localization algorithms
e impacts of owireless
on indicates its geometric position (p, q) on the grid map. Every
are required
nts of RL, we consider a toy example for grid can belong to one of these types:
cleaning robots
to work on a large floor
2019 VFCS Workshop
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• KCObstacles:
A fully occupied grid that is not able
to let
g number of square tiles as shown in Figure
the robot traverse. Obstacle grids can be represented by
o a grid-based map. Each robot can move
Mobs .
nd right, in one unit of time. The cleaning
• Unvisited (uncleaned): A grid that is covered with dirt
rid can be done within the same time unit.
but have not yet been cleaned. The set of unvisited grids
cleaning robots share the same mission (i.e.

Challenges in Wireless Robotics
§ Any (mobile) robot suffers from a technical challenge of
localization (or robot pose) problem to navigate (online
learning) the environment

o A robot must rely on sensors (in the environments or onboard) to understand the environment, to form the “belief”
of its position (or pose), which is known as the private
reference (i.e. coordinate system).
o Private reference is expected to align with the public
reference (i.e. environment coordinate system), but actually
not.
o Wireless techniques, such as wireless sensor networks and
wireless localization, are required for robot navigation or
operation, potentially with multi-modal fusion using vision
sensors.
o Consequently, extra knowledge inference and planning
algorithms (offline learning) are required to work with the
machine learning mechanism for actions.
o A mobile robot prototype (automatic lawn mowing) is shown
• Main actions for the robot is to install learning mechanism to
determine actions of navigation.
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Multiple Access:
p-persistent rt-ALOHA
Latency is so critical for information
exchange among collaborative agents to
suggest real-time ALOHA
§ When the channel is busy, the agent
(i.e. cleaning robot) is ready to receive
immediately.
§ When the channel is idle, the agent
broadcasts the message of desirable
content, then immediately turns ready
to receive from others right after
transmission without any
acknowledgement.
§ There is no retransmission and thus
backlogging.
2019 VFCS Workshop

Borrowing the concept from CSMA
§ Proactive: if the agent senses other
agents are within its communication
range and the channel is not busy,
agent broadcasts messages with
probability pp.
§ Reactive: When the multi-access
channel is busy, the agent stays at the
reactive mode, ready to receive
other’s broadcast. When agent senses
other agents are within its
communication range, agent stays at
the reactive mode with probability 1 −
pp.

KC Chen, USF EE
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Wireless Communications Greatly
Enhances Collective Performance of
Collaborative Agents (MAS)

Fig. 6. Performance of p-persistent rt-ALOHA (a) with pp = 0.1 (b) with
pp = 0.3 for N =2 (yellow), 5 (blue), 10 (red).
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Fig. 7. Average completion time for multi-agent systems, in terms of the
percentage of mission completion, N = 2, r = 2 except the single agent
case

To have holistic understanding of the impacts from wireless

with RL, primarily through
localization and private-refer
reference (i.e. map), beyond t
[8]. The scope of research can
application scenarios such as a
smart manufacturing. It is furt
ple access design can significa
NetMAS, which suggests a ne
to-machine communications
human personal mobile comm
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ABSTRACT
To enable full mechanical automation where
each smart device can play multiple roles among
sensor, decision maker, and action executor, it is
essential to construct scrupulous connections
among all devices. Machine-to-machine communications thus emerge to achieve ubiquitous
communications among all devices. With the
merit of providing higher-layer connections, scenarios of 3GPP have been regarded as the
promising solution facilitating M2M communications, which is being standardized as an emphatic application to be supported by LTE-Advanced.
However, distinct features in M2M communications create diverse challenges from those in
human-to-human communications. To deeply
understand M2M communications in 3GPP, in
this article, we provide an overview of the network architecture and features of M2M communications in 3GPP, and identify potential issues
on the air interface, including physical layer
transmissions, the random access procedure, and
radio resources allocation supporting the most
critical QoS provisioning. An effective solution is
further proposed to provide QoS guarantees to
facilitate M2M applications with inviolable hard
timing constraints.
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among machine-type communications (MTC)
devices are known as machine-to-machine
(M2M) communications [2].
To enable full mechanical automation, three
major classes of communications shall be
involved.
• Communications between the sensor and
the decision maker: Meters/sensors report
the measured data to the decision maker.
• Communications among multiple calculation agents within the decision maker: The
decision maker may comprise multiple calculation agents. Based on the measured
data, the decision maker may perform the
decision making calculations by leveraging
calculation agents with cloud computing or
distributed computing technologies [3], and
each calculation agent keeps exchanging
temporal calculation results with other calculation agents.
• Communications between the decision
maker and the action executor: After
accomplishing calculations, the decision
maker announces the set of actions to corresponding action executors.
Therefore, the sensor network [4] can be
viewed as a primitive form of M2M communications, where a certain number of sensors are
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a b s t r a c t
Machine-to-machine (M2M) communications emerge to autonomously operate to link
interactions between Internet cyber world and physical systems. We present the technological scenario of M2M communications consisting of wireless infrastructure to cloud,
and machine swarm of tremendous devices. Related technologies toward practical realization are explored to complete fundamental understanding and engineering knowledge of
this new communication and networking technology front.
! 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Following tremendous deployment of Internet and
mobile communications, Internet of Things (IoTs) and
cyber–physical systems (CPS) emerge as technologies to
combine information communication technology (ICT)
with our daily life [1–3]. By deploying great amount of
machines that are typically wireless devices, such as
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achieving machine-to-machine (M2M) wireless communication ultimately serving human beings.
Fig. 1 delineates the fundamental network architecture
of cloud-based M2M communications, consisting of cloud,
infrastructure, and machine swarm (or machine oceans, to
stand for a great amount of machines). Networking in the
cloud, typically done by high-speed wired/optical networking mechanism, connects data centers, servers for

Fundamental Issues in M2M
Communications 2.0
§ What to communicate (i.e. traffic)?
o Reward map and policy
o 10 msec (i.e. 100 times of control in a second)
o Age of information is critical, which means not only delay but also latency is
critical
o Sensor data collection and fusion

§ How to communication?

o Multiple access and heterogeneity
o Scalability
o Reliability

§ M2M communications to facilitate AI computing, that is,
Communications for AI
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A new approach toward uRLLC in
vehicular networking, different from
what we get used in past 50 years
ACCEPTED FROM OPEN CALL

Ultra-Low Latency Mobile Networking
Kwang-Cheng Chen, Tao Zhang, Richard D. Gitlin, and Gerhard Fettweis

ABSTRACT
Mobile networking to achieve the ultra-low latency goal of 1 msec enables massive operation of
autonomous vehicles and other intelligent mobile
machines, and emerges as one of the most critical
technologies beyond 5G mobile communications
and state-of-the-art vehicular networks. Introducing fog computing and proactive network association, realizing virtual cell by integrating open-loop
radio transmission and error control, and innovating anticipatory mobility management through
machine learning, opens a new avenue toward
ultra-low latency mobile networking.

INTRODUCTION

from computing scenarios, a new networking architecture has been identified, and then re-innovations
of open-loop wireless communications beyond
state-of-the-art low latency techniques have been
introduced. The proposed approach integrates
the idea of virtual cell for each AV, network virtualization, and proactive network association to
reduce end-to-end networking latency toward 1
msec. Subsequent challenges in asynchronous multiple access can be resolved by multiuser detection (MUD). Finally, machine learning enabling
anticipatory mobility management to serve proactive network association and open-loop wireless
communications is shown to be effective. Such a
holistic mobile network architecture accomplishing
ultra-low latency fundamentally innovates the technology of wireless networks and communications.

Mobile
communications
have been one“Ultra-Low
of the
K.-C. Chen, T. Zhang, R.D.
Gitlin,
G. Fettweis,
Latency Mobile Networking”, IEEE Network Magazine,
most important technological innovations in recent
F
OG
C
OMPUTING
AND HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKING
decades. Currently, commercial deployment of
March 2019.
fifth generation (5G) mobile communications is
A state-of-the-art AV operates based on computer
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within our sight, starting as early as 2018 or 2019,
after 3GPP R14 and the coming R15. There are
three pillar technologies for 5G: enhanced mobile
broadband (eMBB), massive machine type communication (MTC), and ultra-reliable and low-latency communication (uRLLC). eMBB has been well
supported by technology innovations such as cloud
radio access networks (C-RANs), massive MIMO,
small cell, and so on. However, effective massive
access and low latency networking remains open
to further improve beyond 5G [1].
In the meantime, vehicular communications
as one critical application scenario of Internet of

KCvision
Chen,with
USF
theEE
assistance of LIDARs on the vehi-

cles to achieve autonomous driving as a reliable
and never tired human driver. By referring to the
view from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) on vehicle-to-vehicle
communications, we use Fig. 1 to illustrate the
insufficiency without networking when multiple
AVs are interacting with each other and the environment. As a large-size animal (e.g., a deer) on
the roadside jumps into the road, which is not rare
in North America, the silver vehicle has to turn
left into the path of the red car as the silver vehicle’s vision devices may not be able to observe
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Two industries, computing and
telecommunication, finally collides to
form a new technological front!
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